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Breathe easy…
Let the Air Collection widen your horizons toward infinite space.
With the simplicity, refinement and purity of its contemporary lines, Air achieves a perfect balance
between lightness and stability, allowing for an unlimited choice of combinations and layouts.
Breathe easy… and be inspired.
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The Air Collection — space reinvented

Coordinated furniture

With the delicacy of their clean lines, the work surfaces appear so
nearly weightless that they seem to float in space. No matter which
thickness you choose — whether the discretion of the 1-inch or the
distinction of the 2-inch — these airy work surfaces will stand up to
the hardest use.

Optional tackboard

Stacking cabinet and
dual-access credenza

Available in a wide range of sizes and configurations, the lower storage modules are the
cornerstone of the Air Collection. Combining solidity and strength, they are designed
to serve as base units for stacking cabinets or to provide support for work surfaces.

WELL-PLANNED FURNITURE
• A family of tailor-made cushions
• Locker with side access
• 2-in-1 shared storage module
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Dynamic work surfaces

Optional: Top-stitching
in Techno motif

Metal front with embossed
Techno motif

Air: two currents, two atmospheres
The Air Collection flows in two distinct currents, each creating its
own unique atmosphere, its own special ambiance.
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A brisk and refreshing breeze blows in the Air Techno current…

AIR TECHNO
The energy of Air Techno:
a breath of fresh air —
where the linear prevails.

Shared wardrobe

Space for pigeon-hole unit
and CPU tower

Metal front with
embossed Deco motif

... while the Deco Air current flows in soft and supple curves.
Two different climates, the same ergonomic comfort.

AIR DECO
The elegance of Air Deco:
its graceful curves
are beauty in motion.
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Pivoting top provides dual
access to electrical wiring

The power unit provides the energy and support you’ve been looking for.
Choose the unit whose size and configuration best suit your specific requirements.
Flexible and customizable, they can also serve as base units for work surfaces
or Nano privacy panels.
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POWER UNIT
Each power unit can be equipped with an internal outlet harness, to which a fulllength door gives dual access from above (also accessible from below or the side).
The single- or multiple-circuit harnesse lets you enjoy all the benefits of workstation
connectivity with none of the drawbacks of tangled wiring.
Grommets and multi-outlet modules are also available.

NOKI locks, an Artopex exclusive,
offer incomparable keyless security.

Just as air coexists in harmony with earth, fire and water, the Air Collection
is perfectly compatible with elements of the other Artopex systems such as
Uni-T and Take-Off panels.
The power units were designed to incorporate the compatible Nano privacy
panels. Available in a breathtaking selection of beautiful finishes, these panels
create a workspace with the level of privacy you choose (42” or 50” total
height), while also serving as tackboards or as supports for accessories.

Nano panels

A wide variety of accessories

Laminate base option
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PRACTICAL STORAGE
Recycling bin, multifunctional storage,
open or closed shelving… Air has it all!

With a broad selection of casegoods and filing cabinets in various heights
and widths, the Air Collection helps you get the most out of your storage
space, whether part of an individual or multi workstation configuration.
Shown in the Air Techno current

Divider screen

Sliding door with
embossed Techno motif

GET NOTICED
The mobile divider panels are
also available with tackboard.
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UNLIMITED CHOICE
Thanks to the variety of available fronts,
the Air Techno and Deco currents let
your storage spaces reflect your style.

Choice of finishes
for the lower drawer

Dual-access
shared credenza

Telescopic leg

Spread your wings. Explore. Discover.
Freely combine work surfaces, storage modules and privacy
panels from the Air Collection and arrange your workspace
to fit your image.
Give free rein to your imagination — the possibilities are
limitless with off-module positioning.
Shown in the Air Deco current.

FREEDOM IN PRACTICE
With off-module positioning, you can place your storage
modules and work surfaces wherever you please, without
worrying about wiring or access to electrical outlets.
In addition, the three-position supports allow you to
adjust the height of each work surface.

GLAMOUR-LOOK DECO DRAWERS
The metal file-drawer fronts and the sliding
doors come embossed with the Techno or
Deco motif.
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Take wing. Whether borne on the winds of change or the winds of
freedom, take wing. Reinvent your space. Reach beyond the rainbow.
The palette of the Air Collection brings you all the colours of the times.
Take to the Air. Whether you are drawn to the strength and restraint of
the cube or the softness and opulence of curves, the Air Techno and
Air Deco currents let you shape your environment to suit your image.

Wall hutches

Base storage modules
are available in 19” or 25”
heights

CUSTOM STYLE
The optional curved or linear
top-stitching adds an elegant
touch to the cushions.
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The multiple-length adjustable
leg accommodates individuals
with limited mobility.

Whether for an executive suite or team workstations, Air offers all the
space you need to breathe easy and be inspired.
Thanks to the ingenious simplicity of the Air concept — its practical
and flexible storage modules, its contemporary design, its well-thoughtout details — you will always make the right choice. You will always
feel what’s in the Air.

Something new
is in the Air
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